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Microsoft Issuing Emergency Fix For Browser Flaw.
REDMOND, Wash. - Microsoft is taking the unusual step of issuing an
emergency fix for a security hole in its Internet Explorer software that has
exposed millions of users to having their computers taken over by hackers.
The "zero-day" vulnerability, which came to light last week, allows criminals
to take over victims' machines simply by steering them to infected Web sites;
users don't have to download anything for their computers to get infected,
which makes the flaw in Internet Explorer's programming code so dangerous.
Internet Explorer is the world's most widely used Web browser.
Microsoft said it plans to ship a security update, rated "critical," for the
browser on Wednesday. People with the Windows Update feature activated
on their computers will get the patch automatically.
Thousands of Web sites already have been compromised by criminals
looking to exploit the flaw. The bad guys have loaded malicious code onto
those sites that automatically infect visitors' machines if they're using Internet
Explorer and haven't employed a complicated series of workarounds that
Microsoft has suggested.
Microsoft said it has seen attacks targeting the flaw only in Internet Explorer 7, the most widely used version, but has cautioned that
all other current editions of the browser are vulnerable.
Microsoft rarely issues security fixes for its software outside of its regular monthly updates. The company last did it in October, and a
Here is the full story from Microsoft:
Microsoft has completed the investigation into a public report of this vulnerability. We have issued MS08-078 to address this issue.
For more information about this issue, including download links for an available security update, please review MS08-078. The
vulnerability addressed is the Pointer Reference Memory Corruption Vulnerability - CVE-2008-4844.
Resources:
You can provide feedback by completing the form by visiting Microsoft Help and Support: Contact Us.
Customers in the United States and Canada can receive technical support from Microsoft Product Support Services. For more
information about available support options, see Microsoft Help and Support.
International customers can receive support from their local Microsoft subsidiaries. For more information about how to contact
Microsoft for international support issues, visit International Support.
Microsoft TechNet Security provides additional information about security in Microsoft products.
Disclaimer:
The information provided in this advisory is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind. Microsoft disclaims all warranties, either
express or implied, including the warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. In no event shall Microsoft
Corporation or its suppliers be liable for any damages whatsoever including direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, loss of
business profits or special damages, even if Microsoft Corporation or its suppliers have been advised of the possibility of such
damages. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or incidental damages so the foregoing
limitation may not apply.
Revisions:
December 10, 2008: Advisory published

December 11, 2008: Revised to include Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.01 Service Pack 4, Internet Explorer 6 Service Pack 1, Internet
Explorer 6, and Windows Internet Explorer 8 Beta 2 as potentially vulnerable software. Also added more workarounds.
December 12, 2008: Revised to correct operating systems that support Windows Internet Explorer 8 Beta 2. Also added more
workarounds and a reference to Microsoft Security Advisory (954462).
December 13, 2008: Revised to add the workaround, Disable XML Island functionality. Also, in a FAQ entry, clarified the list of
recommended workarounds and added the blog post URL for recommended workarounds.
December 15, 2008: Updated the workarounds, DisableXMLIsland functionality and Disable Row Position functionality of OLEDB32.
dll.
December 17, 2008: Advisory updated to reflect publication of security bulletin.

Learn more about Search Engine Optimization, the most effective form of online advertising.

Search Engine Marketing is the fastest growing advertising medium in the world, projected to become 10x more powerful and
influential than traditional media outlets such as: network television, cable television, local television, network radio, local radio,
satellite radio, national newspapers, local newspapers, magazines, billboards, direct mail, telemarketing and more.
Discover the most powerful and effective form of advertising, Search Engine Optimization.
An aside for consideration are the the distinct segments within the field of Search Engine Optimization. Clarification and separation
are required in terms of paid search marketing, sponsored search advertising, pay per click, email marketing (spam), and the
foundation of strategic internet marketing: Organic Search Engine Optimization (Organic SEO) are also referred to as Natural
Search Engine Optimization (Natural SEO).

Key Organic Search Engine Optimization Facts:
●

Keyword search is the 2nd most popular online activity, rapidly approaching the popularity of email retrieval.

●

90% of all new website visitors are delivered by a major search engine and/or directory.

●

98% of all keyword search activity results are powered by the big 4 search engines: Google, Yahoo, MSN and AOL.

●

Keyword search results on Google, Yahoo, MSN and AOL are determined by search engine spiders and/or robot crawlers.

●

Recent internet marketing studies confirm that keyword searchers prefer the organic results at a 6 to 1 ratio vs. pay-per-click
sponsored search advertising listings.

Is your corporate website being found early and often on the keywords and keyword phrases that best describe your products,
services and industry? Harness the power that our proven organic search engine optimization technologies provide...

Learn more about our client roster, one of the strongest in the SEO industry, and more importantly discover why our client-focused
Organic Search Engine Optimization company maintains the highest client retention rate in the SEO industry.
"Our year over year revenues are climbing rapidly in a timid economy.
If you are looking for an excellent SEO Company, contact Peak Positions"
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